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Marilla is an adult and not Anne's peer; Anne asks Marilla to call her another name because she thinks the
name is more interesting and her own name is too plain. If you correctly selected this answer option, you
likely read closely enough to understand that Anne asks to be called "Cordelia" because it is "such a perfectly
elegant name," and she believes "Anne is such an unromantic name. Learning objectives are based on the
Common Core State Standards, just like the real exam. But there must have been a boy," insisted Marilla.
Full-length practice tests with complete answer explanations are modeled on the actual exam Filled with
exercises for reinforcing new skills and quizzes for measuring progress ISBN: Publication Date: We are using
"Complete GED Perparation" in our free GED preparation classes because they are easy to use as a text book.
Use the free Language Arts Study Guide to start studying. But she is not confused about her past paragraph 9 ;
Anne knows she is an orphan and has been sent to a new home to live with people she has never met. Option
C is incorrect. Just send us your learner's completed workbook and evidence of the test score to get a full
refund. Oh, what shall I do? It can't matter much to you what you call me if I'm only going to be here a little
while, can it? Here's what you need to know: You should be familiar with reading and writing concepts,
including grammar. Single-subject titles give your learners as much focused instruction and authentic practice
as they need. Montgomery 1 Marilla came briskly forward as Matthew opened the door. Anne, however, is
very forthcoming when asked why she wishes to be called by another name, and she shares personal details
about why she likes the new name paragraph  Your learners pass the GED, or we'll refund your money. Your
writing will demonstrate your ability to analyze two passages, decide which argument has more convincing
evidence and explain why the evidence supports your choice. Science, with an increased emphasis on
graphics, addresses higher-order thinking skills while introducing a new content area: Earth and space science.
Excerpt from Anne of Green Gables by L. You'll have to stay here until we investigate this affair. Marilla and
Matthew looked at each other helplessly across the stove. Option A is correct. She wishes she could fit in
better with her peers. Answers to the intro exams are given with explanation that will help the student. Log in
to give it a try. PLUS, online access to additional practice tests. Mathematics introduces alternative answer
formats and statistics and probability. Read the excerpt, and answer the question that follows. Is that your
name? I'm going to burst into tears! Exercises and drills for every type of question in each GED test subject
area, with hundreds of practice questions and detailed answer explanations to reinforce key concepts.
Suddenly she seemed to grasp the full meaning of what had been said. She hesitates to share personal details.
The introductory exams are not too long and give the information on the needs of each student. If you chose
this response, you likely recognize that Anne is upset by Marilla's initial reaction to her arrival. You need to
engage in thought processes to look beyond what is directly stated in the excerpt. Finally Marilla stepped
lamely into the breach. Timed-test practice and evaluation charts help track learners progress. An easy-to-find
tip in every Whether GED candidates need in-depth work on one or all of the GED content areas, this series is
the solution. What's your name?


